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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Passive seismic uses natural microseismicity as seismic sources
and stand-alone receivers (seismographs), which are laid out
on the surface of the target area in such a way that they can
produce results with maximum achievable resolution. Conse-
quently, the passive seismic methodology is characterized by
three main advantages over conventional seismic methodolo-
gies: it is cost effective, it is environmentally friendly and it is
easily applicable, even in areas with the most difficult terrain.

The procedure of a passive seismic project can be divided
into four basic steps: (a) a preacquisition (feasibility) study
(b) acquisition and data analysis (assuming the presence of
suitable natural seismicity) (c) an inversion process and (d)
quality control (QC) of the results. A detailed description of
these steps is presented here.

P R E - A C Q U I S I T I O N ( F E A S I B I L I T Y ) S T U D Y

A passive seismic project depends mainly on the mi-
croearthquake activity in the study area. The first step is
to collect all available information about the seismicity in
the area, from the literature and from national and inter-
national seismological databases. With these data and using
the well-known Guttenberg–Richter magnitude–frequency re-
lationship (equation 1), we can then make an approximate
estimation of the number of microearthquakes over a period
of time:

log N = a − bM, (1)

where N is the number of earthquakes with magnitude equal
to or greater than the magnitude M in a specific period of
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time and space. The constants a and b can be calculated from
known seismological data in the area of interest.

Furthermore, we can depict a clear image of the distribution
of seismic events. The disadvantage of these seismological data
sets is that they are derived from sparse seismic networks, so it
is possible to lose some significant information regarding the
very low magnitude seismic activity (we can only approach
and estimate it from a theoretical point of view). To overcome
this difficulty, we can install a network of 5–10 seismic sta-
tions for a period of 1–2 months, in order to ensure a sufficient
number of events over the acquisition period and to improve
the quality of the information we acquire about the study
area.

The feasibility study is imperative for the acquisition de-
sign of a passive seismic project. Taking into account all the
resulting information, both theoretical and experimental, we
are able to estimate not only the appropriate acquisition time
and the geometry of the seismic network, but also the ex-
pected resolution of the final data. Therefore, our approach
is to run some synthetic tests using the procedure described
below.

Firstly, we construct a synthetic seismicity pattern, which
is based on geological and seismological information over an
appropriate time period, using a seismic network distribution
based on the objectives of the project. The next step (forward
modelling) is to calculate the P- and S-wave traveltimes from
sources to receivers, using a known (if possible) 3D synthetic
velocity model that is compatible with previous studies that
have taken place in the region. In the absence of such a model,
the most common test to apply is the checkerboard one. The
last part of a feasibility test is the inversion process, which
starts with a 1D layered velocity model and the calculated
traveltimes. The main target is the best possible reconstruction
of the known 3D model.
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Figure 1 (a) Microseismic network design for 64 stations and (b) synthetic seismicity pattern for a feasibility study.

The comparison between the initial synthetic velocity model
and the calculated one, along with resolution functions like the
number of rays per cell (the hit count), the derivative weighted
sum (DWS) and the resolution diagonal elements (RDE), can
yield information about the expected accuracy of the model
and the possible undersampled areas. All these functions will
indicate the proper network geometry and indicate modifica-
tions if needed.

It is expected that possible undersampled areas could be
found in the shallower parts of the model, due to the verticality
of seismic rays reaching a receiver. The shallow-structure reso-
lution can be considerably improved by increasing the number
of stations or with periodic redeployments of the network in
order to cover ‘white’ spots.

In the following example, we present a feasibility synthetic
inversion test based on a homogeneous local seismicity of 1000
events and an array of 64 stations covering a target region of
900 km2 (Fig. 1).

The initial (known) synthetic 3D model is a 1D layered ve-
locity model with superimposed velocity anomalies of the or-
der of ± 5% of the layer velocity at the corresponding depth.
Following the procedure described above, with our inversion
scheme we calculated a 3D velocity model starting with the
initial 1D model.

Figure 2 shows a plan view of the results of a checkerboard
test at 3.2 km depth. The background layered model has been
removed and only the velocity anomalies are visible to make
the results of the checkerboard test clearer. It is obvious that
the reconstruction of the model is extremely accurate, espe-

cially in the central part of the study area. The red line in
Fig. 2 is related to the cross-sections presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows cross-sections comparing the calculated and
synthetic 3D velocity models. In the top row, the absolute
P-wave velocities VP are compared. The two cross-sections in
the middle row focus exclusively on a comparison of the su-
perimposed velocity anomalies; the cross-section at the bottom
indicates the ray coverage of this part of the model.

The comparison reveals that the reconstruction of the model
is very successful, especially at depths greater than 1.5 km. It
is also obvious from the ray coverage that there are under-
sampled areas in the shallower part of the model, even though
the grid size is greater than in the deeper part where the ray
coverage is almost homogeneous (Fig. 4)

A C Q U I S I T I O N A N D D ATA A N A LY S I S

If the feasibility study shows that passive seismic can success-
fully obtain the desired results, the next phase of a project is the
acquisition and collection of seismological data and analysis.
The basic steps of the acquisition set-up are the following:� definition of monitoring (seismic network) area;� selection of monitoring sites;� instrument deployment;� noise tests;� definition of recording parameters.

The network area is selected according to the target location
of the project and the expected seismicity. At each monitor-
ing site, easily accessible and low-noise locations have to be
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Figure 2 Plan view of a checkerboard test. Initial synthetic ± 10% velocity anomalies used to generate synthetic traveltimes (left); reconstruction
of velocity anomalies after inversion using the source–receiver geometry described in Figure 1 and a 1D velocity model as initial model (right).
The red line refers to Figure 3.

Figure 3 Cross-section showing the results of a feasibility study along the red line (Figure 2). Comparison of the velocities of the initial synthetic
and the calculated models (top); comparison of velocity anomalies (centre); ray coverage (bottom).
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Figure 4 Plan view of ray coverage at 1.5 km depth (left) and at 3.2 km depth (right).

found, where possible. Furthermore, it is advisable to avoid al-
luvial deposits in order to obtain better quality of the recorded
signal and to increase the density of the network in areas of
interest.

The instruments used for the acquisition are seismographs
and seismometers. Seismometers are often placed in shallow
boreholes 2–15 m deep, in order to achieve a better coupling
and to reduce any environmental noise. The seismometer is
connected to the seismograph, which is placed at the surface
in a small vault or similar unit so as to achieve maximum safety
and weather protection. Both seismograph and seismometer
can operate under difficult weather conditions.

We use Earthdata digital 24-bit seismographs with a vari-
able sampling rate from 1 to 1000 Hz and LandTech three-
component seismometers with a frequency bandwidth from
0.2 to 106 Hz. Each station is also equipped with a 12 V
battery supply. If there is no power supply in the area of a
seismic station, the batteries are charged by solar panels or
by specially designed wind generators. Due to low power con-
sumption, a seismic station can operate continuously for more
than two weeks using a 12 V battery. In order to avoid opera-
tional problems that may occur within the network, the field

crews perform thorough inspections of all the stations every
three or four days. Seismic stations are time synchronized via
GPS. Usually, all seismographs of the network can transmit a
state-of-health code via telemetry to inform the network oper-
ator of problems that might possibly occur, such as high noise
levels or low battery levels.

The most common recording pattern is in continuous mode
and the sampling rate is 100 or 200 samples per second. The
recorded data are stored in 80 GB hard disk drives and can
be transmitted to the data centre via telemetry (e.g. GSM,
GPRS, satellite, FM) or manually by exchanging the hard disks
periodically.

Data analysis includes seismic event separation, phase pick-
ing and hypocentre location. For the separation and the phase
picking, we use the SISMWIN software package (Xanalatos
and Tselentis 1997) and for the calculation of the initial loca-
tions, we use the HYPO71PC program (Lee and Lahr 1972),
the HYPOINVERSE-2000 program (Klein 2002) or the
HYPODD program (Waldhauser 2001).

The separation of the most accurately located seismic events
from the whole data set that will be employed in the inversion
process is the last step of the data analysis.
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I N V E R S I O N P R O C E D U R E A N D Q U A L I T Y
C O N T R O L

The inversion procedure of a 3D passive seismic tomography
can be described by dividing it into three main steps. The first
one is the estimation of the best-fitting 1D initial model in
parallel with the optimization of the hypocentre locations. The
second is the 3D model construction and the third is related
to the quality control of the results.

Minimum 1D velocity model estimation

The results and the reliability of the 3D tomographic inver-
sion, which is solved as a linear approximation of a non-linear
function, depend on the initial reference model. The target is
to derive an appropriate initial 1D velocity model, with the
corresponding station corrections, that minimizes the rms er-
ror of hypocentre locations. This procedure is an iterative joint
hypocentre – velocity inversion.

Apart from the minimization of the error in the hypocen-
tre locations, tests have to be performed in order to check
the quality of the 1D inversion results, such as the conver-
gence of different starting 1D velocity models, the recovery
of hypocentre locations after random shifting and the com-
parison of station delays with the crustal structure (Haslinger
1998).

3D velocity model estimation

The aim of passive seismic tomographic inversion is the estima-
tion of a 3D velocity model and the corresponding hypocentre
parameters, having as known parameters only the arrival times
of the P- and S-waves at the seismic stations, a first estimation
of the hypocentre locations and the positions of the seismic
stations (all with some uncertainty).

According to ray theory, the traveltime Tij of a seismic wave
from hypocentre i to receiver j can be described by the integral
equation,

Ti j =
receiver∫

source

u ds, (2)

where u is the slowness field and ds is a ray segment along the
raypath. The seismic-wave arrival times τ ij can be written as

τi j = τi + Ts
i j (xi , yi , zi , u(s), x, y, z), (3)

where ôi is the time of origin of the ith earthquake, xi, yi, zi

are the coordinates of the source and x, y, z are the coordinates
of the receivers.

The arrival-time residuals rij = τ obs
ij − τ cal

ij can be written as
a linear system of equations:

ri j =
3∑

k=1

∂Ti j

∂xk
�xk + �τi +

L∑
l=1

∂Ti j

∂ml
�ml , (4)

where �xk and �ml are the perturbations to the hypocentre
parameters and the velocity perturbations, respectively. The
partial derivatives in equation (4) can be calculated, given
the velocity model and the raypath from the earthquake to
the seismic station. The partial derivatives with respect to the
hypocentre parameters are given by the equation (Lee and
Stewart 1981; Thurber 1983),

∂Ti j

∂xk
= − 1

V

(
dxk

ds

)
source

. (5)

The partial derivatives with respect to the velocity model
parameters are calculated as approximations of the path inte-
grals given by the equation (Thurber 1983),

∂Ti j

∂ml
=

∫ receiver

source
−

{
1

V(x, y, z)

}2
∂V(x, y, z)

∂ml
ds. (6)

In equation (5), the velocity V(x,y,z) and its partial deriva-
tive with respect to a model parameter can be calculated by
an interpolation scheme.

The minimization of the arrival-time residuals is an itera-
tive procedure including the solution of the forward and in-
verse problem during each step. The linearized inversion can
be written in matrix notation as

�d = G�m, (7)

where G is the Jacobian matrix that contains all the partial
derivatives in equation (3), Äd denotes the residuals and Äm
denotes the perturbations of the model parameters. In prac-
tice, the problem of passive tomography is usually underde-
termined or mixed determined. For this reason, we apply the
damped least-squares method:

�m = GTG + ε2I−1GT�d, (8)

where ε2 is the damping factor.
The tomographic inversion presented in this study is based

on an optimized version of the SIMULPS12 software (Evans
et al. 1994 revised version of the SIMUL3M code by Thurber
1983). The procedure adopts the SVD algorithm for the solu-
tion of the inverse problem, incorporating a parameter separa-
tion scheme (velocity and hypocentre parameters) in order to
reduce the computational cost of the process (Thurber 1983).
The parametrization of the problem is based on the 3D grid
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of nodes technique. The forward problem is solved with two
different and well-tested ray-tracing algorithms.

Quality control

Checking the resolution and reliability of the inversion results
is regarded as the final basic step of the inversion procedure.
The procedure followed is the same as that adopted in the
feasibility study, but in this case the recorded seismicity is used
instead of the synthetic seismicity.

Many techniques have been proposed in previous studies.
The most common methods are: the calculation of the hit
count; DWS (derivative weighted sum); RDE (resolution di-
agonal elements). The first method is the summation of rays
which pass through the region of influence of a model param-
eter. The DWS provides us with a more reliable estimation of
the sampling of the study area because it sums up all the ray
segments in the region of influence of one velocity parameter,
weighting them according to the distance from it. The RDE
(equation 9) are the diagonal elements of the resolution matrix
R, which is described by equation (8). These equations are the
result of the SVD solution of the equation (8) (Lanczos 1961):

R = V
(

�2

�2 + ε2I

)
VT, (9)

Rdiag =
(

�2

�2 + ε2I

)
, (10)

where Λ is the matrix that contains the singular values.
The full resolution matrix offers important information

about the quality of the inversion results. Each row of ma-
trix R describes the dependence of one model parameter on
all the other parameters of the model. Although the resolu-
tion matrix is a very significant way of checking the quality of
tomography results, it is computationally very consuming to
interpret it. Therefore, instead, the RDE are used as the most
common parameters to assess solution quality.

Another important quality control parameter is the spread
function (Toomey and Fougler 1989; Michelini and McEvilly
1991), which provides information about how far the solution
at one model parameter is affected. The spread function for
the jth model parameter is given by the equation,

Sj = log

(
|s j |−1

m∑
k=1

(
skj

s j

)2

Djk

)
. (11)

All the above-mentioned parameters for the estimation of
the quality of the inverse problem solution can provide useful

information. However, some disadvantages have to be consid-
ered. The hit count is a crude measure of the sampling of the
study volume because it does not use any information about
the ray-segment length in the vicinity of a model parameter or
the observation weight. The DWS depends on the ray-segment
length. The RDE and the spread depend on the grid spacing
and the damping value used in the inversion process (Eberhart-
Phillips 1986; Toomey and Fougler 1989).

The most appropriate method of estimating the reliability
of the tomography results is the synthetic sensitivity test. The
advantage of this procedure is that it can give information
about the effects of the model grid spacing and the distribution
of the data. In addition, it is able to estimate how close the
calculated model parameters are to the initial absolute values.
In most cases, the checkerboard test is used, following the
technique described for the feasibility study.

A combination of the above-mentioned methods can pro-
vide significant information about the reliability of the result-
ing models and can be very useful in identifying possible arte-
facts, consequently avoiding misinterpretations.

C A S E S T U D I E S

The results of the methodology described can be seen in the
following case studies. The first case study is from a hydrocar-
bon exploration project in NW Greece. The second is a small-
scale tomography study that took place in western Greece (the
Rio-Antirio pass) and its scope was the feasibility of a subsea
tunnel construction in the area. Below, only a brief description
of these case studies will be presented.

Case study I: Epirus (NW Greece)–hydrocarbon exploration

This project started in June 1998 and terminated 10 months
later (Kapotas, Tselentis and Martakis 2003). The study area
is located in a very complicated thrust-belt zone. The seismic
network, which covered an area of about 3000 km2, consisted
of 40 stations. In the monitoring period more than 900 earth-
quakes were recorded and 450 located events were used for
the tomographic inversion (Figs 5a.b). The hypocentre depths
of the selected events range from 500 m down to 35 km but
the majority of them are located in the shallower part of the
study volume, between 500 m and 15 km (Fig. 5c). The 450
events satisfied the following criteria: they were located within
the seismic network and they had at least 20 P- and S-wave
arrivals, maximum rms residuals of 0.20 s and a location error
of less than 1 km.
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Figure 5 (a) Microseismic network for passive seismic survey in Epirus, NW Greece;(b) recorded seismicity during 10-month project. The black
lines describe the most important known faults within the study area. (c) 3D view (from west) of distribution of microearthquakes.
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Figure 6 (a) P-wave velocity section showing structural details of the crust. Green is related to evaporite and blue to carbonate characteristic
velocities. (b) VP/VS section showing lithological details. Brown indicates the existence of evaporite along thrust faults.

Figure 7 (a) Plane sections of P-wave velocity and (b) VP/VS ratio at 4 km depth.
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Figure 8 Checkerboard test for VP model (top) and VS model (bottom) at 4 km depth. The initial synthetic models are shown on the left and
the reconstructed ones are on the right. The target area, which is the best resolved, is included within the black parallelogram.
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Figure 9 Description of resolution parameters at 4 km depth for VP (top) and VP/VS (bottom).

The velocity model used by the Seismological Laboratory
of Patras University for Western Greece (Melis and Tselentis
1998) was adopted as the initial model for the preliminary
calculation of the microearthquake locations. The first step
of the tomographic procedure was the estimation of the 1D
minimum-velocity model. The average rms traveltime residual
after 1D inversion was 0.119 s.

The minimum 1D velocity model was used as the initial
model for the joint hypocentre and velocity 3D inversion step.
A 3D grid of nodes was used for the model parametrization.

The velocity values within each voxel were calculated using
a linear spline interpolation scheme. The initial grid spacing
was set at 2 × 4 × 1 km for the whole study area. After
five iterations, the final 3D VP and VP/VS models were ob-
tained with an average rms misfit of 0.076 s. The location
error in the majority of the relocated events (based on the
3D models) was less than 500 m and that in the rms resid-
uals was less than 0.08 s. A finer grid spacing (1 × 1 ×
0.5 km) was tested in order to compare some specific fea-
tures of the model around the area, where an oil-exploration
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Figure 10 Comparison between Bouguer gravity and passive seismic results for VP. Positive and negative gravity anomalies are related to high-
and low-velocity values, respectively.

well was drilled, with the results from other geophysical data
(i.e. VSP).

Figures 6(a.b) shows some characteristic sections of the re-
sultant VP and VP/VS models. In Fig. 6(a), the VP section pro-
vides important structural details of the volume studied while
the VP/VS section adds valuable lithological information. The
interchange between evaporite (green: 5.0–5.4 km/s) and car-
bonate (blue: 5.6–6.0 km/s) structures due to overthrusting
can be clearly seen in Fig. 6(a). The overthrusted zone is de-
scribed in detail by the VP/VS model (Fig. 6b). Areas charac-
terized by low VP/VS values (brown: 1.65–1.75) correspond to
evaporitic intrusions through carbonates (green: 1.78–1.85),
following the thrust faults. High VP/VS values near the sur-
face (blue: > 1.85) correspond to a karstified and saturated
carbonate layer. The carbonate and evaporitic structures can
be also seen in Figs 7(a.b), which describes the P-wave velocity
and VP/VS distribution at 4 km depth.

Tomographic results make sense only if they are quanti-
fied by quality control. One of the QC tests we used is the
checkerboard test. The starting 1D velocity model for the 3D
inversion, with ± 10% superimposed velocity anomalies, was

used as a synthetic model for the generation of the synthetic
traveltimes. The reconstruction of ± 10% synthetic velocity
anomalies (VP and VS) at 4 km depth is shown in Fig. 8. RDE,
DWS and spread values at 4 km depth provide additional in-
formation about the resolution (Fig. 9). Comparing Figs 8 and
9, we can observe which areas within the model are better re-
solved. It can be clearly seen that P-wave velocity anomalies
are very well resolved within the target area where DWS val-
ues are greater than 250, RDE more than 0.15 and the spread
less than 1.5. The results for VS are almost the same but with
relatively lower quality due to fewer S-wave data.

Another way to test the accuracy and quality of tomo-
graphic results is to compare them with the results from other
geophysical methods. The fact that the passive seismic sur-
vey was a part of an oil-exploration project in Epirus gave us
the opportunity to compare the results obtained from the pas-
sive seismic measurements with other methods and with VSP
data from the well. The P-wave velocity obtained by passive
seismic fits Bouguer gravity results very well (Fig. 10). An ex-
cellent fit between VP and VP/VS results from passive seismic
and VSP data is obvious (Figs 11a.b.c). It is very important
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Figure 11 Comparison between passive seismic and VSP results. (a) VSP versus passive seismic at well location; (b) VSP versus passive seismic
velocity values; (c) VSP versus VP/VS at well location.

Figure 12 (a) 2D conventional PSDM seismic line; (b) 2D PSDM seismic line using passive seismic velocity model.

to mention that the VP velocity difference between passive
seismic and VSP at the well is less than 10% from 500 m be-
low m.s.l down to 3.997 km (where drilling stopped because
of high pressure). This difference is higher than 10% only in
the part from the surface down to 500 m due to the vertical-

ity of rays near the surface which leads to poor ray coverage
(Fig. 11b).

The final evidence of the success of the passive seismic
survey in Epirus is that the VP model was used for repro-
cessing very poor quality 2D conventional seismic data. The
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Figure 13 (a) Microseismic network for a small-scale passive seismic project in the Rio-Antirio area, western Greece. (b) Recorded seismicity in
the Rio-Antirio area during a 5-month period; (c) 3D view (from the south) of the distribution of seismic events.
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comparison before and after PSDM using the passive seismic
velocity model (Fig. 12) shows significant improvement and
similarity to the VP/VS section at the well area (Fig. 11c).

Case study II: Rio-Antirio project (western Greece)

The tomographic survey at the Rio-Antirio pass finished in
July 2004. The monitoring period was 5 months. More than

Figure 14 Rms distribution of seismic events for minimum 1D velocity
model (green) and 3D velocity model (red).

Figure 15 (a) Cross-section of VP velocity model. The black lines are related to faults within the study area. (b) Cross-section of Vp/Vs model.
(c) 3D view of the VP velocity model showing structural details of the area.

200 microearthquakes were recorded and their hypocentre
locations were initially computed, based on the 1D velocity
model used by Seismological Laboratory of Patras University
for Western Greece (Melis and Tselentis 1997). It was a small-
scale project (less than 100 km2) and the seismic network con-
sisted of 70 stations that covered the onshore part of the study
area (Fig. 13a). Unfortunately, 4 OBS stations that were pro-
posed in order to cover the offshore part were rejected, due to
cost.

The objectives of the project were the estimation of the
thickness of Quaternary and Neogene formations, the map-
ping of the basement, the identification of active faults and
the seismicity distribution in the area of the Rio-Antirio pass.
The estimation of the shallower earthquake locations was very
important for the design of the submersible tunnel to be placed
on the sea bottom. The maximum water depth in the area of
interest was 65 m.

150 seismic events with an average of 59 P- and S-wave ar-
rivals were selected for the tomographic inversion. The mag-
nitude range was between −0.5 and 3.0 on the Richter scale,
except for one earthquake that was located in the Antirio fault
area, which had a magnitude 4.5 on the Richter scale. The
hypocentre depths varied between 2 and 20 km, but most of
the events were located between 2 and 12 km. The average
rms residual for these events was 0.87 s after the minimum
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Figure 16 Plan view of VP model (top) and VP/VS model (bottom) at 0 and 3 km depth.

1D velocity model inversion. The recorded seismicity distri-
bution is shown in Figs 13(b.c).

In order to overcome the ray coverage problem in the off-
shore part of the study area, a graded 3D inversion scheme
was adopted for the velocity model construction, due to the
network gap. The first step of this procedure was the construc-
tion of a velocity model for the whole network area, using a
grid of nodes with dimensions of 1 × 1 × 1 km. The resul-
tant 3D model was used as a starting model in the second step
where we used a grid of nodes with dimensions 0.5 × 0.5 ×
0.5 km for the inversion, only in the target area. Further opti-

mization of the 3D model could have been possible in the land
section of the target area where the spacing between stations
was 500 m, but the lack of OBS stations in the sea section of
the area could produce undesirable resolution inhomogeneity.

The average rms residual for the relocated seismic events,
based on the final 3D velocity models, was reduced to 0.057 s.
The rms distribution, before and after the 3D inversion, is
shown in Fig. 14.

The resulting VP and VP/VS models described the geological
and tectonic regime of the area very well. The most obvious
features are the Rio graben and the Antirio fault zone in the
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Figure 17 Checkerboard test for VP model (top) and VP/VS model (bottom). The velocity anomalies within the target area are very well
recovered.

northern part of the network (Fig. 15). Figures 15(a.b) shows
characteristic cross-sections of VP and VP/VS and Fig. 15c
shows a 3D view of the resultant VP model. VP values of
less than 3 km/s and VP/VS values of more than 1.9 corre-
spond to Quaternary and Neogene formations. The thickness
of these formations at the target area is approximately 500–
600 m (Figs 15a.b). Previous geological studies in the area
(Kontopoulos and Doutsos 1985) agree with the passive seis-
mic estimation. Also, shallow drillings (down to 100 m below
the sea bottom) for the construction of the Rio-Antirio Bridge
concurred with these results, indicating the presence of Qua-
ternary formations (i.e. sand and gravel, clay, silt). P-wave
velocities greater than 5.2 km/s and VP/VS values of 1.8 char-
acterize the alpine basement.

Figure 16 shows plan views of VP and VP/VS models at 0 and
3 km depth. Following the same resolution analysis procedure
described in the previous case study, we show (Figs 17,18 and
19) the checkerboard tests and the hit count, DWS and RDE
or VP and VP/VS models. Based on these tests, areas with hit
count, DWS and RDE values of more than 200, 1500 and 0.2,
respectively, are considered as the best resolved.

At the area of interest, where the seismic network is very
dense, the ray coverage and the recovery of synthetic veloc-
ity anomalies are very good near the surface, as well as at
3 km depth (especially for the VP model because of the sig-
nificantly larger number of P-wave arrivals). Although the re-
solving power of data was reduced in the offshore part of
the model due to the ‘network gap’, the successful recovery
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Figure 18 Description of resolution parameters at 0 km (top) and 3 km depth (bottom) for P-wave velocity model.

of the velocity anomaly indicates that by adopting a graded
inversion scheme, we were able to provide a reliable velocity
model. At the periphery of the target area, some of the velocity
anomalies are recovered but they present some smearing due
to sparseness of the seismic network.

C O N C L U S I O N S

Designing a passive seismic survey is more complicated than
simply deploying seismographs over the area to be investi-
gated. To get the best resolution of the geological formations
at the lowest cost, geophysicists are tapping an arsenal of tech-
nology, from initial velocity model selection to simultaneous
earthquake hypocentre and 3D velocity model inversion, and
synthetic and real data checkerboard tests. The depicted exam-
ples prove that this new technology can be a valuable tool for
earthquake prediction surveys and hydrocarbon exploration,
especially in the case of large areas or areas characterized by

difficult geological regimes (thrust belts, seismic penetration
problems, difficult topography, etc.). In hydrocarbon explo-
ration, passive seismic can be used as reconnaissance tool in
order to optimize the cost of 3D conventional seismic surveys.
It can also be used as a complementary method for the rein-
terpretation of 2D regional seismic data, reprocessing of 2D
seismic data using the velocity model derived by passive seis-
mic, and defining new target areas that are not visible in 2D
or other geophysical data.
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